Presentation
Royal Marechaussee Expulsion & Extradition Centre

Schiphol
Amsterdam

Teamleader: Martin Reekers
Deputy TL: Martin de Jong
Amsterdam Airport Schiphol
Key indicators

47.400.000 passengers
1.568.000 tonnes of air freight and air post
60.000 employees at the airport
1.767 Marechaussee personnel

Permitted growth: by 2020 up to 510,000 flight movements
 Tasks of the Royal Netherlands Marechaussee:

• Providing security for the residences and offices of the Royal Family
• Providing security for valuables transports for the Netherlands Central Bank
• Military Police for the armed forces of the Netherlands
• International missions (NATO, WEU, UN)
• Border-control duties at major Dutch airports and sea harbours
• Police and security tasks at Dutch airports
• Mobile Patrols and Security (MTV) (formerly Mobile Monitoring of Aliens)
• Providing support to civilian police
• Special Security Missions Brigade
• Operations to stop human-trafficking
• Operations to detect fraud involving travel and identity documents
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Immigration Brigade

Brigade Commander & Staff

CI&A (Claims, Identification, Article 4 Aliens Act)

VI&A
- Aliens in criminal prosecution
- Detention
- Processing of inadmissible persons

Anti human Smuggling & Anti human Trafficking team
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Ministry security & Justice
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Expulsion & Extradition Centre
Expulsion & Extradition centre

- To execute deportation orders (accompanied/unaccompanied)
- Deporting aliens denied entry;
- To execute government flights (frontex)
- Providing training/instruction escorts & escort-commanders
- Escorting extraditions EAW/IAW/Wots
Preparations expulsion:

**Repatriation & Departure Service**
- Request
- Escorted/unescorted
- Growing digital Form M118 analysis
- Transportation to airport
- Booking flight

**Expulsion & Extradition Centre**
- Number/gender of escorts
- Medical escort
- Route
The reality

Cultural difference(s)

Emotion

Stress

Poor food

Agression

Social pressure

Conflict(s)

Sitting for a long time

Faeces

Psychological uncertainty

Administrative burden

Time difference (jet lag)

Tropical diseases

Fatigue

Powerlessness

Climate change
PERSONNEL

Professional

Diplomatic

De-escalating

Humane
Profile

- 23 years or older;
- Police officer;
- Certified escort or escort commander/ leader;
- Certified Police officer/ trained in professional skills arresting techniques/ shooting etc.)
- Vaccinated;

CEB: escorts (basic) – 16 days
LECB: escort commander -20 days
Training: subjects

National law & International treaties:

- aliens legislation;
- restraints during escort flights;
- IATA/ICAO;
- political inquiries in relation to escort flights;
- administration (LECB)
Training: subjects

Professional skills & drills:

- controlling techniques
- restraints
- communication with the deportee
- procedure at the departure centre
- practical training of simulated scripts
- evacuation training
- Briefing at crew centre
Training Centre
Restrains

Body-cuff

Foammask

Facemask

Tie-raps

Velcro
Training: subjects

**Intercultural training:**

- understanding of other cultures;
- dealing with other cultures
Training: subjects

Behaviour & communication:

- leadership training (LECB);
- knowing yourself;
- stress and (re-) action (what does stress do with me);
- Behaviour & attitude.

(Trained by psychologist)
Training: subjects

“Man in Aviation” training center Royal Airforce

- what does (frequent) flying do to your body;
- impact jetlag/ different time zones;
- practical training in a hypobaric chamber thus understanding of and training in how to act when you are hypoxic (shortage of oxygen)
Training: subjects

Trainingcentre KLM:

- training in opening doors of different types of airplanes;
- what to do in case of emergency;
- practical evacuation training in a full motion flight safety simulator with actors.
Expulsion centre
Familyroom E&E Centre
Briefing escorts at E&E Centre

(Departure time minus 3 hrs)
Arrival deportee at Expulsion centre

(Departure time minus 2,5 hrs)

• Body search
• Luggage check for asylum documents
• Money return
• Invest in alien
• Decision restrains
Arrival deportee at backside stair of plane

(\textit{Departure time minus 45 min})

Pre or late boarding deportee:

- assisted by uniformed colleagues
Lying position deportee

developed with KLM
Return of escorts at E&E Centre:

• Briefing
• Administration
The End

QUESTIONS ???